A WORLD PREMIERE

THE COMMISSION
AN EXPERIMENTAL VIDEO OPERA
by Woody Vasulka

STARRING: ROBERT ASHLEY - Hector Berlioz; ERNEST GUSELLA - Niccolo Paganini; COSIMO CORSANO - The Mortician; BEN HARRIS - Paganini's Son; ANDREA HARRIS - The Voice; DAVID OSSMAN - The Narrator. Written and Directed by WOODY VASULKA with sets by BRADFORD SMITH and Camera work by STEINA. Produced by The Vasulkas, Inc., 1983

Wednesday * March 16 * 7:30 pm
C.G. REIN GALLERY 122 W. SAN FRANCISCO

Sponsored by the Santa Fe Council for the Arts

TONE ROADS WEST: POETRY & NEW MUSIC
The Artists will be present.

Tickets: $8 988-1878
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You are cordially invited to attend..........

the Special Premiere Showing of

"THE COMMISSION"

an experimental video opera

by WOODY VASULKA

STARRING: Robert Ashley, Ernest Gusella, Cosimo Corsano, Andrea Harris and Ben Harris. Written and directed by Woody Vasulka; sets by Bradford Smith; camera work by Steina.

Produced by The Vasulkas, Inc.

WEDNESDAY, MARCH 16, 7:30pm OPENING

C.G. REIN GALLERY 122 WEST SAN FRANCISCO

Sponsored by the Santa Fe Council for the Arts

TONE ROADS WEST: POETRY & NEW MUSIC

The Artists will be present.

Tickets $8 988-1878

Refreshments No Host Bar